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On Behalf of Amicus Curiae 
Oregon Association of Defense Counsel

BRIEF ON THE MERITS



INTRODUCTION

	Amicus Curiae Oregon Association of Defense Counsel (“OADC”) submits this brief on the merits in support of the affirmance of the decision of the Oregon Court of Appeals in the case of Smothers v. Gresham Transfer Inc., 149 Or. App. 49, 941 P.2d 1065 (1997)Smothers v. Gresham Transfer Inc., 149 Or. App. 49, 941 P.2d 1065 (1997)" \s "Smothers v. Gresham Transfer Inc., 149 Or. App. 49, 941 P.2d 1065 (1997)" \c 1 .  In particular, amicus OADC urges this court to conclude, as did the court of appeals and the trial court, that ORS 656.018, as amended in 1995, does not violate the remedies clause of the article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution.  
ARGUMENT
Because ORS 656.018 substantively defines the injury or disease that is subject to the exclusivity provisions of the Workers’ Compensation Act, rather than the process or procedure by which a worker may seek a remedy for the defined injury, the remedies clause of article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution, which guarantees only that a citizen of this state shall be afforded a remedy by due course of law for any lawful injury, finds no application in this instance.
– 19 –


	The principal, if not core, element of plaintiff’s and amicus OTLA’s argument rests with their contention that this court has wrongly concluded that the Oregon Legislature possesses plenary authority to either create, abolish, or to otherwise change the laws of this state and to thereby determine whether a given claim will be recognized at law.  Both plaintiff and amicus OTLA contend that article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution was enacted as a substantive limitation on the power of the legislature to abolish a cause of action for common law negligence.  OTLA Merits Brief at 12; see also Plaintiff’s Merits Brief at 12.  Although they admit that “the legislature does have the prerogative to modify 
remedies”, plaintiff and OTLA argue that the legislature may do so only when it makes provision for an equivalent, substitute remedy.  E.g., OTLA Merits Brief at 21.  As discussed below, plaintiff and amicus OTLA reached this rather surprising conclusion by relying upon a very selective and flawed analysis of this court’s prior decisions and a basic misunderstanding of the meaning, scope, and framework of the remedies clause contained in article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution.
Article I, Section 10Article I, Section 10" \s "Article I, Section 10" \c 7  Jurisprudence.  At the outset, it should be noted that the Lexis legal database lists almost 270 Oregon appellate decisions that deal with the interpretation, construction, and application of the remedies clause of article I, section 10 of this state’s constitution.[[] 	The Lexis™ legal research database is made available through Lexis-Nexis, a division of Reed Elsevier, Inc.]  Although many decisions have been recorded, no unifying or generally accepted universal theme or structured analysis finds acceptance in this arena.  Instead, jurisprudence in this subject matter has developed on a situation-specific manner.  Although some might contend that at least related case decisions appear consistent in their analysis, even that presumption is open to serious doubt given the absence of a unified theory of construction of the remedies guarantee contained in article I, section 10.  Indeed, as Justice Van Hoomissen rightly observed:  “This court’s case law throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries interpreting Article I, section 10 * * * has failed definitively to establish and to consistently to apply any one theory regarding the protections afforded by the remedies guarantee.”  Neher v. Chartier, 319 Or. 417, 423, 879 P.2d 856 (1994)Neher v. Chartier, 319 Or. 417, 879 P.2d 856 (1994)" \s "Neher" \c 1 .  Nevertheless, this state’s appellate courts continue with much difficulty to cobble together the “many individually tenable but inconsistent opinions about the remedies clause”.  Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or. 508, 529, 783 P.2d 506 (1989)Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or. 508, 529, 783 P.2d 506 (1989)" \s "Hale" \c 1  (Linde, J., concurring).
	Other than perhaps being susceptible to an outcome determinative characterization, the continuation of this methodology and the apparent, but nonetheless selective, adherence to the doctrine of stare decisis does not at all advance this court’s article I, section 10 jurisprudence.  Continuation of the court’s current methodology only serves to deepen the stain of the court’s existing checkerboard pattern of case law; making virtually impossible any principled attempt to conform the court’s many and disparate opinions into a unified whole.  As observed by  Justice Unis:  
	“Constitutional interpretation must meet the criteria of good legislation — it must be sensible, clear, precise and consistent — and more: it must also demonstrate fidelity to the constitution itself.  Constitutional interpretation also should be logical to avoid producing absurd results, clear enough to guide legislatures, litigants, courts, ordinary citizens, and precise enough to have some meaning beyond unfocused exhortation.  In this case, the court’s interpretation of Article I, Section 10 of the Oregon Constitution (the “remedy guarantee clause”) does not, in my view, meet this criteria; it is another individually tenable but inconsistent opinion about the remedy guarantee clause.”

Greist v. Phillips, 322 Or. 281, 303, 906 P.2d 789 (1995)Greist v. Phillips, 322 Or. 281, 906 P.2d 789 (1995)" \s "Greist" \c 1  (Unis, J., concurring in part, specially concurring in part) (internal quotations and citations omitted).  In the immediate appeal, plaintiff and amicus OTLA urge the court to once again take up the banner of this failed methodology.  This the court should not do.  An examination of plaintiff’s and amicus OTLA’s principal arguments quickly exposes its limitations and errors.
From MattsonMattson v. Astoria, 39 Or. 577, 65 P. 1066 (1901)" \s "Mattson" \c 1  and BatdorffBatdorff v. Oregon City, 53 Or. 402, 100 P. 937 (1909)" \s "Batdorff" \c 1  to NoonanNoonan v. City of Portland, 161 Or. 213, 88 P.2d 808 (1939)" \s "Noonan" \c 1  and Neher.  As noted at the outset, both plaintiff and amicus Oregon Trial Lawyers Association contend that article I, section 10 preserves for all time any right of action recognized as a matter of this state’s common law, and that if this state’s legislature adopts a law that abolishes or otherwise changes a common law remedy, that law can survive an article I, section 10 challenge only if that law provides a substitute, equivalent remedy.  In other words, it is argued that the remedies clause demands a zero net change for common law remedies.  It must also be recognized, however, that the latter notion of equivalency is not an independent entitlement under article I, section 10; rather, it is at best a supposition that gains its apparent authority only from the disputed contention that the remedies clause was intended and continues to preserve all common law rights of action and their remedies.  Thus, it is not surprising that the requirement of equivalency was initially advanced during the first era of this court’s article I, section 10 jurisprudence during which time it was the accepted belief that the remedies clause preserved and protected the common law against legislative interference.  In an apparent attempt to establish a legitimate foundation for its position, amicus OTLA and plaintiff thus laboriously excavate this court’s decisions in:
Mattson v. Astoria, 39 Or. 577, 65 P. 1066 (1901) (city charter provision that completely immunized both the city and its employees against all liability for any caused injury violated the remedies clause because it left an injured person “wholly without remedy”);

Batdorff v. Oregon City, 53 Or. 402, 100 P. 937 (1909) (city charter provision that immunized the city but not its employees from liability, but which further provided that the responsible city employees were liable only for their willful neglect, gross negligence, or willful misconduct, violated the remedies clause because the charter provision “practically denies a remedy to any person injured”);

Colby v. City of Portland, 85 Or. 359, 166 P. 537 (1917)Colby v. City of Portland, 85 Or. 359, 166 P. 537 (1917)" \s "Colby" \c 1  (city charter provision that immunized the city but not its responsible employees violated the remedies clause because the individual liability of the responsible city employee was effectively meaningless as it would likely be uncollectable);

Caviness v. City of Vale, 86 Or. 554, 169 P. 95 (1917)Caviness v. City of Vale, 86 Or. 554, 169 P. 95 (1917)" \s "Caviness" \c 1  (city charter provision that shifted liability to abutting private landowners violated the remedies clause because the potential liability of a landowners was not the equivalent of the city’s former liability);

West v. Jaloff, 113 Or. 184, 232 P. 642 (1925)West v. Jaloff, 113 Or. 184, 232 P. 642 (1925)" \s "West" \c 1  (state motor vehicle law that immunized private ambulance drivers against liability for negligence violated the remedies clause because the common law remedy for negligence could not be eliminated without providing some other “efficient remedy”);

Stewart v. Houk, 127 Or. 589, 271 P. 998, 272 P. 893 (1928)Stewart v. Houk, 127 Or. 589, 271 P. 998, 272 P. 893 (1928)" \s "Stewart" \c 1  (guest passenger statute that eliminated a driver’s liability to a non-paying passenger violated the remedies clause because article I, section 10 preserved all common law rights of action).

Typically, as amicus OTLA explains, this court has declared:
“[Allowing a bar to ordinary common law negligence actions] takes away from an injured person a good common-law remedy for a private injury committed by a private citizen and gives him an emasculated remedy wholly inadequate under many conditions. * * * But ever since the cases of [Mattson and Batdorff], it has been the subtle law of this state that the common law remedy for negligently inflicted injuries cannot be taken away without providing some other efficient remedy in its place.”

OTLA Merits Brief at 15 (quoting from West v. Jaloff, 113 Or. at 194–195).  Similarly, in Stewart v. Houk, wherein the court declared unconstitutional the legislature’s first attempt to completely immunize a driver of a vehicle from any liability to a non-paying passenger, it was held: 
	“The legislature thus sought to withhold jural significance from a breach of duty which was previously regarded as a cause of action.  But the purpose of [article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution] was to safeguard those ancient rights and preserve as enforceable causes of action any breach of them which resulted in injury to another.  The two purposes being in conflict, the Constitution must prevail.”

127 Or. at 595.  In each of these cases, however, little, if any, consideration was given to the clause itself; instead, for example, in Stewart, the court summarily held: 
	“The purpose of [article I, section 10] is to save from legislative abolishment those jural rights which had become well established prior to the enactment of our constitution.  Such has been the frequent pronouncement of this court * * *.”

Stewart, 127 Or. at 591 (citations omitted).
	Had there been no change in this court’s approach to article I, section 10, plaintiff’s position here on appeal might have more merit; however, in Perozzi v. Ganiere, 149 Or. 330, 40 P.2d 1009 (1935)Perozzi v. Ganiere, 149 Or. 330, 40 P.2d 1009 (1935)" \s "Perozzi" \c 1 , this court embarked upon a new tack, finding that “[t]he common law is not a fixed and changeless code for the government of human conduct” [149 Or. at 348] and that section 10 of article I of the Oregon Constitution is a “due process of law” clause that “guarantees the enforcement of all recognized rights by due course of law” [ibid. at 350].  The court then concluded that, that being the purpose of article I, section 10, the legislature’s enactment of a guest passenger statute, which abolished a driver’s liability for negligence towards a non-paying invited passenger, did not violate the remedies clause of article I, section 10.  Although recognizing that an injured guest passenger had a right at common law to bring an action against the passenger’s negligent driver, the court concluded: “There was and is no constitutional inhibition against the enactment of our guest statute”.  Id.  
Here, amicus OTLA attempts to overcome the import of Perozzi by noting that the court’s analysis is suspect because of its introductory reference to the U.S. Supreme Court’s opinion in SilverSilver v. Silver, 280 U.S. 117, 50 S. Ct. 57, 74 L. Ed. 221 (1929)" \s "Silver" \c 1  v. Silver [OTLA Merits Brief at 17–20], which addressed the constitutionality of the State of Connecticut’s guest passenger statute, wherein the Court stated:
	“As the record does not disclose the constitutional grounds on which the appellant challenged the validity of the statute, our review will be limited to the single issue arising under the federal constitution which was considered in the opinion of the court below.  We do not, therefore, elaborate the rule that the Constitution does not forbid the creation of new rights, or the abolition of old ones recognized by the common law to attain a permissible legislative objective.”


Silver v. Silver, 280 U.S. 117, 50 S. Ct. 57, 74 L. Ed. 221 (1929) (emphasis added).  It is, of course, well known, that unlike many state constitutions, the U.S. Constitution does not include a guarantee of remedies that is structured along the lines of article I, section 10.  Nonetheless, from this introductory reference, amicus OTLA contends that the Perozzi decision is flawed because Silver “says nothing about Article I, Section 10”.  OTLA Merits Brief at 20.  However, in its condemnation of Perozzi, amicus OTLA ignores the court’s discussion and analysis of Oregon law and this state’s constitution that then followed the court’s opening reference to Silver.[[] 	The Perozzi decision does not serve as the gold standard for article I, section 10 jurisprudence, however.  The court leapt over its prior decision in Mattson v. Astoria among others by its characterization of article I, section 10 as a “due process of law clause”.  149 Or. at 350.  Although one might contend that the court was referring to procedural rather than substantive guarantees, that differentiation was not made clear in its principal holding wherein the Perozzi court stated that “section 10, article I of the Oregon Constitution is a due process of law clause. * * * This clause guarantees the enforcement of all recognized rights by due course of law.”  Id., see also, Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or. at 529, n. 1 (Linde, J., concurring).]
	With the court’s decision in Perozzi, the notion of equivalency — if the legislature adopted a law that eliminated or changed an existing common law remedy, to withstand an article I, section 10 challenge, that law must also provide for a substitute, equivalent remedy — lost its cachet.  Absent the constitutional prohibition against the legislature’s authority to change the common law, the precept of equivalency as a principled doctrine faltered.  What remained was an acknowledgement that so long as a legal right, be it common law or statutory in origin, was authorized at law, article I, section 10 guaranteed that a complainant could not be denied a “remedy by due course of law”.  In summary fashion, this court so held in the case of Noonan v. City of Portland, 161 Or. 213, 88 P.2d 808 (1939):
“In Silver v. Silver, 280 U.S. 117, 50 S. Ct. 57, 74 L. Ed. 221, 65 ALR 939, the court said that it was unnecessary to “elaborate the rule that the Constitution does not forbid the creation of new rights or the abolition of old ones recognized by the common law, to attain a permissible legislative object”.  We held to similar effect in sustaining the validity of a statute which was attacked under article I, section 10, Oregon Constitution:  Perozzi v. Ganiere, 149 Or. 330, 40 P.2d 1009.  Article I, section 10 Oregon Constitution was not intended to give anyone a vested right in the law, either statutory or common; nor was it intended to render the law static. * * * The legislature cannot, however, abolish a remedy and at the same time recognize the existence of a right.”  

161 Or. at 249 (emphasis added); see also Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or. 508, 523, 783 P.2d 506 (1989) (article I, section 10 is not offended provided that when the legislature alters a cause of action, the party injured is not left entirely without a remedy).  The court went on, however, to hold that when the legislature alters a cause of action or its remedy, the remedy that is provided “need not be precisely of the same type or extent; it is enough that the remedy is a substantial one”.  Hale, 308 Or. at 523 (citing as authority the court’s earlier decisions in Noonan and Evanhoff).[[] 	Evanhoff v. State Industrial Acc. Com., 78 Or. 503, 154 P. 106 (1915).
]  But, as noted by  Justice Linde, “there is nothing intrinsically absurd in the idea that although statutory and common law remedies may be changed, they must maintain some comparable degree of protection for those interests to which Article I, Section 10 refers”.  Ibid. at 528 (Linde, J., concurring).  
	Here, amicus OTLA rails against the court of appeals’ “invocation” of Noonan’s recognition that, on the one hand, article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution “was not intended to give anyone a vested right in the law either statutory or common” versus the legislature’s inability to “abolish a remedy and at the same time recognize the existence of a right” [161 Or. at 249].  OTLA Merits Brief at 27.  Arguing that, in this case, “the court of appeals’ decision rested on the premise that the legislature intended to abolish plaintiff’s rights not just his remedy”, amicus OTLA contends that “this semantic legerdemain demonstrates the essential bankruptcy of the Noonan distinction”, arguing that “a claim for compensation for negligently inflicted injuries can either be labeled a ‘right’ or a ‘remedy’ ”.  OTLA Merits Brief at 27–28.  Nonsense.  The claimed “distinction” between a right and a remedy under Noonan does not exist.  It is a false dichotomy.  As noted by  Justice Linde, Noonan’s recognition that the legislature cannot abolish a remedy and at the same time recognize the lawful existence of a right of action “pretends to no renewed analysis”.  Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or. at 528 (Linde, J., concurring).  In this regard, the Noonan formulation is but a shorthand restatement of the remedies clause of article I, section 10, which guarantees that “every man shall have remedy by due course of law for injury done him in his person, property, or reputation”.  In other words, where a lawful right of action is recognized, a complainant must be accorded a remedy by due course of law; or, stated otherwise, the legislature cannot at the same time recognize the existence of a right and wholly abolish or deny the complaining party a remedy.  Or, as the court held in Neher v. Chartier, a complainant cannot be wholly deprived of a remedy in due course of law for an injury that the legislature has not declared not to be recognized at law.  319 Or. at 426–428.
	Despite the foregoing, plaintiff and amicus OTLA doggedly insist that this court’s prior decisions establish that the legislature’s 1995 amendments to the exclusive remedy clause of the Workers’ Compensation Act, ORS 656.018, wrongly foreclose plaintiff from any and all remedy he may have had at common law.  As amicus OTLA complains:
“The legislature [generally recognizes a cause of action for negligent inflicted injuries by a worker against an employer]; by the 1990 amendments to the definition to “compensable injury” it foreclosed an administrative remedy, and by its 1995 amendments to the exclusive remedy clause, it foreclosed any other remedy.  This it cannot do.  

	“In this case there is no need to attempt to elucidate what ‘substantial’ means when applied to an alternative remedy, or decide whether it is a useful concept when divorced from equivalence.  In this case [the legislature’s] statutory tampering with plaintiff’s common law rights has left him with no substitute remedy at all.”

OTLA Merits Brief at 28–29.  Quite clearly, and although fatally flawed, plaintiff and amicus OTLA seek to exploit their particular rendition of the “right vs. remedy distinction”. 
	Here, then, it is readily apparent that plaintiff’s and amicus OTLA’s position comes to nothing; but, more problematic is the fact that in all of their argument, almost no consideration or attention is given over to the clause itself.  Instead, these parties rely totally on an analysis that is mostly dependant upon the doctrine of stare decisis and a constituent case law, which is described as being, at its best, individually tenable but lacking any consistency overall.  Again, as Justice Van Hoomissen observed in Neher v. Chartier: 
“This court’s case law throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries interpreting Article I, Section 10, * * * has failed definitively to establish and consistently to apply any one theory regarding the protections afforded by the remedies guarantee.”

319 Or. at 432.  Here, in this appeal, plaintiff and amicus OTLA advocate a return of this court’s remedies clause jurisprudence to its infancy and a re-adoption of the court’s original summary assessment of the meaning and scope of article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution.  This, to paraphrase amicus OTLA, the court should not do.  
The Next Step:  Article I, Section 10 of the Oregon Constitution.  Over the past almost 100 years, the remedies clause of article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution has generated nearly 270 appellate decisions; but, as  Justice Unis has observed, the court’s opinions are at best unhelpful in divining a unified approach to the interpretation and construction of article I, section 10.  Greist v. Phillips, 322 Or. 281, 303, 906 P.2d 789 (1995) (Unis, J., concurring in part, especially concurring in part).  Indeed, the remedies clause has been the object of much judicial comment, scholarly debate and, as noted, a seemingly checkered decisional history.  See, e.g., Hale v. Port of Portland, 308 Or. 508, 783 P.2d 506 (1989) (Linde, J., concurring);  Schuman, Oregon’s Remedy Guarantee:  Article I, Section 10 of the Oregon Constitution, 65 Or. L. Rev. 35 (1986)Oregon’s Remedy Guarantee:  Article I, Section 10 of the Oregon Constitution, 65 Or. L. Rev. 35 (1986)" \s "Schuman, Oregon’s Remedy Guarantee" \c 5 ; Schuman, The Right to a Remedy, 65 Temp. L. Rev. 1197 (1992)The Right to a Remedy, 65 Temp. L. Rev. 1197 (1992)" \s "Schuman, The Right to a Remedy" \c 5 ; Hoffman, By the Course of Law:  The Origins of the Open Courts Clause of the State Constitutions, 74 Or. L. Rev. 1279 (1995)By the Course of Law:  The Origins of the Open Courts Clause of the State Constitutions, 74 Or. L. Rev. 1279 (1995)" \s "Hoffman, By the Course of Law" \c 5  Note, The Remedy Clause Analysis of Neher v. Chartier, 74 Or. L. Rev. 365 (1995)Note, The Remedy Clause Analysis of Neher v. Chartier, 74 Or. L. Rev. 365 (1995)" \s "Note, The Remedy Clause Analysis of Neher v. Chartier, 74 Or. L. Rev. 365 (1995)" \c 5 .  But the question remains:  What does the remedies clause of article I, section 10 guarantee?
	As critically noted by  Justice Linde, few of this state’s appellate decisions have given attention to the clause itself.  Hale, 308 Or. at 529 (Linde, J., concurring).  For the most part, the analyses of the remedies clause usually begins and ends with the observation that the clause guarantees a remedy; but does it?  Article I, section 10 states:[[] 	It is undisputed that this section finds its genesis in article 40 of Magna Carta as restated and commented upon by Lord Coke.  An excellent summary of the historical underpinnings of article I, section 10 can be found in Bryant v. Thompson, 324 Or. 141, 146–149, 922 P.2d 1219 (1996).Bryant v. Thompson, 324 Or. 141,  922 P.2d 1219 (1996)." \s "Bryant" \c 1 ]
	“No court shall be secret, but justice shall be administered, openly and without purchase, completely and without delay, and every man shall have remedy by due course of law for injury done him in his person, property or reputation.”

	The text of this section discloses that the affirmative guarantee of the remedies clause is conceptually tied to two other guarantees.  The first, which provides that “no court shall be secret”, and the second, that “justice shall be administered, openly and without purchase, completely and without delay”, speak to a jural process that is founded on the organic concepts of an independent judiciary, equality and fairness of process, and the timely resolution of disputes.  From this conceptual base, the remedies clause continues:  “and every man shall have remedy by due course of law for injury done him in his person, property or reputation”.  
The clause thus expressly guarantees every citizen of this state a remedy “by due course of law” when one suffers an “injury”.  When read in gross, the clause is shown to guarantee not “a remedy” but a remedy “by due course of law”.  Moreover, it has long been recognized that not every or any injury comes within the protective fold of this guarantee; only an injury that is recognized at law, a legally cognizable injury, finds protection here.  As observed by Schuman:
“[The] guarantee promises not only some kind of remedy for certain types of injuries, but a remedy that is available in the ‘due course of law.’  Parties alleging an injury receive no guaranteed remedy; rather, they receive guaranteed access to a ‘due course’ of legal procedures.  Plaintiffs only gain entitlement to a remedy if they can make a sufficiently convincing case.  The procedures, in other words, are logically prior to the remedy.

	“The words of the remedy guarantee, therefore, indicate that it addresses the procedures available to acquire remedies for injuries, not the substantive content of laws that define those injuries.  Typically, courts adopting this interpretation also hold that the guarantee is addressed to courts, not to legislatures.”

Schuman, The Right to a Remedy, 65 Temp. L. Rev. at 1222 (footnotes omitted).  The logic and rationale of Schuman’s analysis and conclusion are compelling, and it suggests a principled methodology of resolving an article I, section 10 remedies challenge.  See also Hale v. Port  of Portland, 308 Or. at 529–530 (Linde, J., concurring).  Here, then, the remedies clause is properly shown only to guarantee a person “due course of law” when seeking a remedy for a legally cognizable injury.
	The remedies clause, thus, speaks only to a complainant’s right of access to the judicial process.  The clause does not, however, address the legislature’s authority in this regard, other than to mandate that all legally cognizable rights shall be afforded a remedy by due course of law.  At the threshold, the question first presented is:  Does the challenged statute recognize or define an injury for which a person may lawfully seek a remedy, or does the statutory provision establish or otherwise address the procedure or process by which a lawful remedy may be sought in this state’s courts?  If the former applies, as it does in this case, article I, section 10 is not implicated.  Again, this is so because the remedies clause of article I, section 10 does not address or otherwise limit in any way the legislature’s plenary power to create or to extinguish any legal cause of action.  Thus, and provided that the legislature’s choice of policy does not otherwise run afoul of this state’s constitution or the U.S. Constitution, the challenged statute will withstand constitutional scrutiny. 
	In determining whether a challenged statute does or does not violate the remedies clause, the court’s focus is properly not, as argued by amicus OTLA,  upon the “right versus remedy” false dichotomy, but upon determining whether the challenged statute addresses (1) the substantive elements of the subject right, or (2) the procedural aspects of the judicial process itself:  “Is the challenged government action essentially a definition of what substantive historical events constitute an ‘injury’, or rather a governmental regulation of the procedures used to vindicate such an injury?” Schuman, The Right to a Remedy, 65 Temp. L. Rev. at 1224.  Again, if the challenged statute defines the injury, article I, section 10 finds no application; if, on the other hand, the legislative action addresses the judicial process by which a complainant may seek his or her remedy for a defined right, article I, section 10 is operative.[[] 	Because the determination of this appeal finds resolution in the fact that ORS 656.018 specifically defines those injuries that are subject to its exclusivity provisions, the court need not undertake an assessment of what article I, section 10 would require if the challenged statute addressed a procedural aspect of the litigation process.  However, the court is directed to Schuman’s discussion and proposed rule in this regard which appears in 65 Temple Law Review.  Schuman, The Right to a  RemedySchuman, The Right to a  Remedy" \s "Schuman, The Right to a  Remedy" \c 5 , 65 Temp. L. Rev. 1197, 1220–1227 (1992).]  
	In the instant matter, the challenged statutes, ORS 656.018, as amended in 1995, and ORS 656.005(7) or 656.802(2)(a),[[] 	It is questioned whether plaintiff is subject to the limitation contained in ORS 656.05(7)(a), which addresses diseases that arise in major part as a consequence of a work related injury, or ORS 656.802(2)(a), which deals with occupational diseases.  But, because both provisions contain a “major contributing cause” requirement, for purposes of this appeal, it matters not which section applies.] [[] 	The complete text of ORS 656.018, ORS 656.005(7)(a), and ORS 656.802(2) are included in the appendix of this amicus brief.  App. 1–3.

] define an injury that must be prosecuted, if at all, under the Workers’ Compensation Act.  Their purpose is to define or mark what injury or cause of action is subject to the Act’s exclusivity mandate.  These provisions are thus correctly characterized as substantive, injury-defining terms.  In this regard, ORS 656.018 currently provides:
	“(1)(a) The liability of every employer who satisfies the duty required by ORS 656.017(1) is exclusive and in place of all other liability arising out of injuries, diseases, symptom complexes or similar conditions arising out of or in the course of employment that are sustained by subject workers * * *.

“* * * *

“(2)  The rights given to a subject worker and the beneficiaries of the subject worker under this chapter for injuries, diseases, symptom complexes or similar conditions arising out of and in the course of employment are in lieu of any remedies they might otherwise have for such injuries, diseases, symptom complexes or similar conditions against the worker’s employer * * * except to the extent that the worker is explicitly given the right under this chapter to bring suit against the employer of the worker for an injury, disease, symptom complex or similar condition.

“* * * *

“(7)  The exclusive remedy provisions and limitations on liabilities provisions of this chapter shall apply to all injuries and to diseases, symptom complexes or similar conditions of subject workers arising out of or in the course of employment whether or not they are determined to be compensable under this chapter.”

In part, ORS 656.005(7)(a) provides:
“No injury or disease is compensable as a consequence of a compensable injury unless the compensable injury is the major contributing cause of the consequential condition.”

ORS 656.802(2)(a) states:
“The worker must prove that employment conditions were the major contributing cause of the disease.”

From the foregoing, it is evident that ORS 656.018 first identifies those diseases for which a civil action will not lie:  any disease that arises out of or in the course of a worker’s employment whether or not the disease is determined to be compensable under the Act.  ORS 656.005(7)(a) and ORS 656.802(2), then provide that a worker may seek relief under the Workers’ Compensation Act only if the worker’s employment conditions were the major contributing cause of the worker’s disease.  Simply stated, neither ORS 656.018, ORS 656.005(7)(a), nor ORS 656.802(2) addresses the procedures by which a remedy may be sought for a defined injury; instead, these provisions define the excluded right itself.  Indeed, plaintiff and amicus OTLA do not argue otherwise.  As amicus OTLA concedes, the specific aim of the legislature’s 1995 amendments “was to limit a group of workers * * * to the worker’s compensation system even though that group’s injuries are defined as noncompensable”.  OTLA Merits Brief at 7 (emphases original).  To paraphrase plaintiff, in regard to the circumstances here present, the legislature has eliminated a worker’s civil tort remedy for his employer’s negligence by abrogating both the worker’s right of civil action and his workers’ compensation claim.  See Plaintiff’s Merits Brief at 11–13.  For these reasons, the remedies clause of article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution finds no application here.


CONCLUSION
	In the continuing development and progression of this court’s analysis of the meaning and scope of article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution, amicus curiae Oregon Association of Defense Counsel urges this court to turn its attention to the language of article I, section 10 itself.  However, and regardless of the methodology that may be employed by the court, in accordance with the foregoing arguments and authorities, this court should hold that ORS 656.018 does not violate the remedies clause of article I, section 10 of the Oregon Constitution, and it should affirm the decision of the court of appeals.
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